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We invent and develop unique products that 
improve the quality of life for users (see back)

We are seeking licensing or manufacturing
and distribution partners

DUNS: 086742976 / CAGE: 8CBM4



Efficiency Products’ IP-Protected Products at a Glance:
RTA Bedding Rack - Organizes comforter sets beautifully when they aren’t on the bed
Doorway Shoe Moulding - Produces a finished, clean appearance around interior doorways
Doorway Casing Chisel - Cleans doorway casings easily and quickly to attach shoe moulding
Rake and Bag Poop Scoop - Retrieves pet waste while doubling as a hiking stick and more
Weedless Gamefish Attractor - Adds structure in water to help anglers catch more game fish
Total-Use Bottles - Unique bottle designs that ensure contents are totally dispensed by user
Healthcare Products (Partial List):
Heat/Cool Pad Therapy System - Provides soothing relief for neck, head, eyes, and back
Fanny Pack Cooler - Thermal control for temp-sensitive medications in a durable container
Medications Manager - System to organize and manage daily meds regimen for two users
UV PPE Facemask - Safe UV disinfection over nose & mouth for caregivers & 1st responders

Notes: ________________________________________________________
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EP, LLC invents & develops unique healthcare products 
that improve safety & the quality of life for users
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       government agencies and
Licensing or manufacturing & distribution
       opportunities with industry partners
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Efficiency Products’ IP-Protected Healthcare Products at a Glance:
IV Pole Organizer System - Provides power, tray and storage on IV pole for hospital patients   
 Four components: power strip, organizer tray, plug & cord holder, and storage container
Fanny Pack Cooler - Thermal control for temp-sensitive medications in a durable container
Heat/Cool Pad Therapy System - Provides soothing relief for neck, head, back, and eyes
Medications Manager - System to organize and manage daily meds regimen for two users
UV PPE Facemask - Safe UV disinfection over nose & mouth for caregivers & first responders
UV Respirator PPE - Provides safe UV germicidal disinfection within patient ventilator lines
UV Wrist-mounted PPE with glove - Directs UV germicidal disinfection safely when cleaning
NAICS: 541714/715: R&D in Biotech, Life Sciences & Engineering 
339113, 423450, 561720: Mfr, Supplier & Services in the Healthcare Field

Select PSCs: AN12/13/22/32/42 et al., Health R&D Services, Applied Research 
6532 Hospital Special Purpose Items, 6515 Med-Surg PPE Equipment/Supplies 
Q701/901/999  Specialized Med Support, Disinfection & General                          

Notes:


